
 
Parshas Shemini 

Week #97 

Restroom and Sink 
Is it permissible to spray air freshener?  

It is permissible to spray air freshener, however it is forbidden to spray 

perfume or other fragrance on clothing.  Therefore, when one sprays air 

freshener or any other fragrance, one should be careful not to spray clothing. The 

same holds true when spraying deodorant.1  מוליד  
 

Is it permissible to use a toilet if a cleanser is affixed to the bowl, whether 

the cleanser is colorless or whether the cleanser colors the water?  

It is permissible to use a toilet with a cleanser that does not color the water. It 

is preferable to remove a cleanser that colors the water before Shabbos. If it was 

not removed before Shabbos, it should be removed in an unusual manner with 

one’s body, due to its Muktzah status. However, if it cannot be removed and there 

are no other toilets available, one may use it.  צובע   
 

Is it permissible to remove the cover of the  water tank on the back of a 
toilet on Shabbos? 

According to many Poskim this is forbidden. 

 
Is it permissible to use a plunger on Shabbos? 

There is a difference of opinions among the Poskim if one may use a plunger 

on Shabbos. If one does not have alternate facilities, one may use the plunger. 

If possible one should use the plunger with a shinui – in an unusual manner, such 

as using one’s left hand.  

 
Is it permissible to use a toilet brush on Shabbos? 

Yes, it is permissible to use a toilet brush on Shabbos.     

 

Is it permissible to use a one-handled faucet? 

A one-handled faucet may only be used if it is positioned all the way to the 

cold setting.  The faucet should be tested before Shabbos to make sure that no 

hot water is released even when the faucet is turned all the way to the cold setting. 
   בישול  2

This sheet contains Divrei Torah and should be dealt with accordingly  

 

                                                             
1 This is included in the Issur of Molid since one is creating a fragrance in the clothing. Chazal prohibited 

creating a new entity on Shabbos because it is similar to doing Melocha. 
2 The test is done by shutting the cold water valve, and opening the faucet all the way to the cold setting. If 

hot water comes out, this is an indication that hot water always flows. This sink would be prohibited to 
use on Shabbos. 
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